There are some things
There are some things
Animals need
Animals need

To be very happy
To be very healthy
What do they need?
What do they need?

Food and Water
Friends and Shelter
Exercise, Exercise

Vets do operations
and give vaccinations
Now you try
Now you try
Actions for Five Freedoms Song

Food: Hands move towards mouth, like bringing a sandwich to the mouth for eating.

Water: One hand clasped around an imaginary bottle, move up and towards mouth then tilt.

Friends: Clasp hands together.

Shelter: Make a triangle shape with hands above head, like a roof.

Exercise: One hand flat with palm facing downwards. Fingers of opposite hand are running across the flat hand.

Vets do operations: One hand makes scissor/cutting action moving across from right to left.

and give vaccinations: Straight finger points to upper arm of arm opposite.

Now you try, Now you try: Pointing index fingers, alternating up and down movement.

Sing the song through, with actions to the tune of Frere Jaques, repeat 3 times.